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Chapter 1

Robot as Actor
As technology continues its relentless advance, the likelihood of robots taking part in our
everyday lives is growing. The best example today is the Roomba, a robot vacuum cleaner. The
Roomba is specifically designed for the single task of vacuuming a room and, as such, its interface is
more like that of a tool or appliance. There is little in the way of interaction as the Roomba works.
However, as robots gradually take on more complicated everyday tasks, and those tasks require
working with humans more direct and subtle ways, the study of Human-Robot Interaction(HRI)
will gain more importance. The average person, without a technical understanding of computer
processes or sensors, must be able to give instructions to the robot, understand feedback from it,
and coordinate with a robot in a way that is natural and comfortable.
There have been robots that were built for the sole purpose of interaction with humans.
These robots tend to have high production value created by special effects artists such as the MIT
Media Lab’s collaboration with artist Stan Winston on the robot Leonardo [9]. Often big eyes and
eyebrows are added to make the robot look like an animated character; they often have a “cutesy”
feel, with extremely complicated and subtle articulation that is difficult to control. Some are even
covered in fur. The purpose is to hide the fact that they are actually robots, and to evoke an affective
response. From a task-achieving perspective these robots serve very little functional purpose. They
are often immobile and present such a tricky control problem that they turn out to be more like
high tech puppets with pre-scripted controllers than autonomous robots.
When we have a more task-based interaction, especially with an anthropomorphic robot
such as NASA’s Robonaut [1]. Robonaut is NASA’s project to build a robotics system that can
perform tasks outside of an orbiting space vehicle. The robot has a humanoid torso design, with
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human-like arms, hands and fingers. The robot can grasp and coordinate with both of its hands,
allowing to use any basic tool that a human could also use like wrenches and drills. Robonaut will
mostly likely work with a human partner, receiving instructions and collaborating with physical
manipulative tasks. In order for the astronaut and Robonaut to work effectively together, some
form of straightforward and basic rules of interaction must be in place. The astronaut must be able
to request assistance, tell whether or not Robonaut has successfully received a command, and help
or correct the robot if it makes a mistake. To do this, the robot and human must engage in a deep,
often subtle interaction.

Figure 1.1: Robonaut

The work of the actor is also that of interaction. Actors must go on stage and recreate a
set of scripted, pre-set actions over and over again, but must always make it seem spontaneous, like
it’s happening for the first time. Actors use tools like objectives and actions to rehearse and build
interactions with their onstage partners. Brenda Laurel has proposed that all of Human-Computer
Interaction is a form of theater [7]. We take the next logical step and propose that all Human-Robot
Interaction is a form of theater as well. A common descriptive term for a bad actor is “robotic.”
The main thesis of our work is that the set of tools and methods that make that robotic actor better
at his job can make a robot a better actor.
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This dissertation describes collaborative work between the Performing Arts Department and
the Media & Machines Lab at Washington University in Saint Louis. “Lewis” the robot participated
in 2 major theatrical events, a movement class, several rehearsals, and one user study involving a
total of 9 actors, about 25 students, 3 directors and was seen by over 300 audience members. We
present a detailed account of these events, the results of a unique user study, and some speculation
on the possible benefits to HRI of further collaboration with the Performing Arts.

1.1

Robots and Theater
Robots do have a previous history with the theater. The first recorded use of the word

robot was in 1920 by the Czech playwright Carel Kapek in the play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal
Robots) [4]. In the play, a robot is an artificially created worker. Unlike robots today, the ones in
the play are organic beings that are grown and assembled much like the monster Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein [13] and have a high degree of personal awareness. They are more similar to today’s
pop culture representations of androids in movies such as Blade Runner [12]. However, like the
robots of today, the robots of R.U.R. are efficient and specialize in doing repetitive tasks. In the
play, the robots are manufactured and sold as cheap slave labor. The robots eventually revolt and
kill every human on earth except for one, who they hope will discover a method for them to replicate
themselves.
Some of the themes in R.U.R. are still being explored today. In particular, that of the
created overthrowing the creator. The examples of this are numerous, dating back to the Jewish
legend of the golem. It’s also extremely popular in today’s movies and television shows, including
The Terminator, The Matrix, 2001: A Space Odyssey and, I, Robot. Also present within R.U.R is
the common theme of an artificial creation that endeavors to be more human. This theme can be
found in Star Trek: The Next Generation, A.I, and many others.
Most people can easily identify movies and television shows that depict robots, but they
have a harder time identifying robots represented in other works of fiction. There are few who know
of R.U.R. and, aside from the works of Isaac Asimov, there are few other well known works of fiction
featuring robots. Fewer still would be likely to name a real-life robot. The Hollywood depiction of
robots has dominated the social consciousness.
Actual robots have been on-stage recently though. In 2006, a play that featured robots
on stage, called Heddatron, was performed by the Les Freres Corbusier theater company in New
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York City. The play was an adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler [5] in which a housewife in
Michigan is kidnapped by robots and forced to partake in their own production of Hedda Gabler.
Five robots were custom made by Cindy Jeffers and Meredith Finkelstein of Botmatrix, an art
robotics collective, and ranged from a metallic silhouette of a person to a short and boxy servant.
The robots could move around with two degrees of freedom, but beyond that they didn’t have any
arms or other complicated controls. They had other simple features like flashing lights, smoke, and
could also speak using prerecorded lines. They were controlled off stage by their creators. This
specifics of any on-board computing the robots might have had is not known, but we can speculate
that they were much like remoted controlled cars with little to no computing.
The play received mostly positive reviews. New York Times reviewer Ben Brantley described
the play as “what could have been merely a novelty stunt, or a facile comment on sensitive souls in
a dehumanized world, becomes an exultant celebration of the cathartic powers of theater” [2]. But
in large part from an engineer’s point of view, the robots in this play were basically large remote
controlled cars with a couple of other switches for playing a sound or flashing a light. And the
exposure of robots through this play is limited given that it was only performed for a limited time
in New York and the custom nature of the production makes it an unlikely candidate for being
performed elsewhere.
In large part, people’s current perception of robots are from a distance and through the filter
of movies. But robots are starting to make their way into everyday life, the Roomba being the most
commonly known example. The internet movie-sharing website Youtube is also providing a great
venue in which the performances of actual robots can be seen such as Boston Dynamics’ Big Dog,
a four legged walker which has received four and a half million views on the site to date. In order
to study human-robot interactions and really introduce the public to the real robots of today, we
claim that people and robots must share the same physical space.

1.2

Lewis the Robot
All of the events described in this dissertation used a B21r robot from the Media and

Machines Lab known as Lewis. Lewis stands about five feet tall with a cylindrical red base and
pan/tilt unit(PTU) with a pair of cameras mounted on top. Lewis uses a synchrodrive movement
system so it can move forward and backward and turn in place, but in cannot move laterally. Even
though it is not capable of lateral movement, its ability to turn in place allows any movement
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problems to be dealt with simply by breaking up any lateral move into a rotation, a move forward
and a second rotation.
Lewis has many sensors. There are a collection of infrared and sonar sensors circling around
the main enclosure and lower down on the base. In the base there’s also a SICK laser rangefinder
which provides 180 laser reading at 180 degrees in front of the robot. There are the stereo cameras
on the PTU. The robot’s enclosure contains the standard components for a desktop computer with
added interfaces for controlling the motors and reading the sensors. Lewis currently runs a Debian
installation of Linux with an Intel Core 2 Duo processor and, when active, the robot has a battery
life of about four hours.
For programming Lewis, the WURDE robotic middleware, developed in the Media & Machines Lab, is used as an interface between the low-level sensor and motor commands and the higher
level coordination and control code. In WURDE, each subsystem of the robot is given its own process module. Each module is given an interface to publish data and receive requests, and this data
is passed between modules using an IPC adapter; currently CMUIPC [14]. Included in WURDE is
a Master Control Program which can automatically begin the modules necessary to run whatever
program you want. The system is very easy to use and reduces repetition in the code since it isn’t
necessary to re-implement common tasks with every new application.

(a) Front View

(b) Internal Components

Figure 1.2: Lewis the Robot
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Chapter 2

Basic Acting Principles
Theories on acting are wide and varied. They all attempt to lend some clarity to the
deceptively difficult and mysterious task of the actor. Many acting theories have much in common,
but the differences between them can cause division and arguments with religious fervor. In the end,
each actor’s choice of theory is a personal one. It could be dedication to a single school of thought,
or it could be an amalgam of ideas from many different places. For any collaboration between
theater and science, it is necessary to understand the tools actors use when creating a character and
rehearsing a scene. These ideas may contain a better method for creating human-robot interactions.
In this chapter we discuss the basic ideas and principles from acting which we will use for subsequent
chapters.
The acting work in this dissertation was based on the teaching methods of Anna Pileggi,
a Senior Lecturer in Drama at Washington University in Saint Louis. Pileggi’s teaching style is
based on master acting teacher Earle Gister’s approach to acting. She is also influenced by Jerzy
Grotowski’s work on physical action, and she utilizes acting exercises and ideas from the directors
Anne Bogart and Tadashi Suzuki.
As with most acting theories today, the discussion must begin with the work of Constantin
Stanislavski. Stanislavski was an early 20th century Russian actor, director, theorist and founder
of the influential Moscow Art Theater. Stanislavski shifted the focus of acting techniques from the
presentational to the psychological and developed many techniques that have been used and explored
for many years. The work in this dissertation will draw on the last period of Stanislavski’s research
before his death.
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Stanislavski’s early work was heavily influenced by the field of psychology. He proposed
techniques intended to create psychological realism and emotional authenticity on stage. This period
of his work is his most well known, especially in western acting, but he later augmented his early
research and developed the “method of physical actions.” Stanislavski realized that emotions cannot
be controlled. He developed the method to focus on the body and behavior, which the actor can
control.
Stanislavski’s method of physical actions begins with objectives and actions. An objective
is what a character wants. In any scene a character has to want something, a reason for being there
and interacting with the other characters. A good objective will be supported by the words in the
script. It will involve another character somehow and it should avoid being something trivial like
closing a door or delivering a message. The actor should pick an objective that’s compelling to
him, something that will give him a purpose on stage, that will impel him to make clear and strong
choices. The simpler and clearer the objective the better it is. Sometimes the right objective can
make all the difference in the world for an actor.
Actions are what a character does to another character within the context of the script to
achieve his objective. Step-by-step there is an action for each moment of a play. Something is always
happening. There should never be a point in the play where “nothing” is happening. Actions work
hand-in-hand with objectives. Actions come in two forms. They can be performed through text
verbally or they can be performed through behavior physically. The work in this dissertation focused
on physical actions.
Physical actions emphasize the physical act of achieving an objective. What exactly does
the actor physically do to get what he wants? The actor strings together these physical actions
throughout a scene to create the physical life of the character. This isn’t to say that the actor
performs just physical movements in a rote, mechanical and intellectual manner. The actor performs
physical actions. Stanislavski believed an actor’s performance had two sides, a physical life and a
spiritual life. By creating a strong and specific physical life the actor allows the spiritual life, the
emotions, feelings and passions of a role, to grow strong and move without obstruction.
The actor creates a line of physical actions through detailed analysis of the play. Stanislavski
describes a method of rehearsal in which the actors take the given circumstances of the play and
ask detailed basic questions about the scene. The given circumstances encompass everything from
time and place to relationship each character has with the others. It is important for the actor to
understand the historical and practical influences in the play that the given circumstances present.
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This exploration will lead the actor to create specific, detailed actions and objectives based on the
text of the play. [17]
Stanislavski died while researching physical actions and this work was eventually continued
by a Polish director, Jerzy Grotowski. Grotowski directed ground breaking theatrical work in the
1960’s but after his last production in 1969 he abandoned performance for an audience and devoted
his energy to purely theatrical research. He took Stanislavski’s physical actions and further clarified
their definition and use.
Grotowski defined physical actions as movement that is done for or to someone. It is
movement imbued with purpose. Physical actions are not just activities, gestures or movements.
Each of these things can become physical actions but not without a purpose. Like Stanislavski’s
method of physical actions, the actor asks detailed physical questions about a scene and constructs
a sequence of physical actions. These actions provide a repeatable score which the actor moves
through. [11]
Earl Gister’s approach to acting uses the work of Stanislavski and Grotowski as a foundation.
In Gister’s approach the actor not only uses physical actions to create the physical life of the character
but also requires the actor to establish an emotional connection with the given circumstances of the
character.
The actor sources “material from his own life experience or his imagination, to enable him
to invest in the given circumstances. This source work involves creating, either through
the use of imagination or past experience, imagery, simulated from and informed by
the text, which allows the actor to function on the character’s terms in the moment-tomoment playing of a scene.” [10]
Source work brings the actor to the first moment of the play, and then he must allow the
verbal and physical actions of his fellow actors to move him through the experience of the moment to
moment journey of the scene. The verbal and physical actions of the other actors will beget verbal
and physical actions of the actor in question. Through this back and forth exchange, the story of
the play is made manifest on stage.
Gister gives five basic questions that the actor must answer to explore the given circumstances of the character.
• Who am I?
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• Where am I and when am I?
• What do I want?
• How do I go about getting what I want?
• What do I do when I get, or don’t get, what I want? [10]
Gister also provides a way of reading the text and analyzing the scene for the given circumstances. Each time the actor reads the play he should pay attention to a specific element. The
first reading is for emotional response. The second reading the actor explores the play through the
character’s perspective. The third reading is from the other characters’ perspectives and how they
view the actor’s character. The fourth reading is for identifying objectives and the fifth is used to set
the actor’s first action in each scene. This method of exploring the play allows the actor to answer
the five necessary questions while staying rooted within the text of the play.
This chapter introduced the acting principles used in the study detailed in chapter 5. Some
of these principles are also reinforced and explored in the acting exercise detailed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Day o’Shame
Our first use of the robot in a theatrical setting was as an actor in the twenty-four hour
playwriting festival Day o’Shame produced by the Thyrsus theater group and No Shame Theater.
The premise of the festival is that a group of actors, writers and directors are given twenty-four
hours to write, rehearse and perform short plays. The first performance was in the spring of 2004
and it has continued each fall semester since then. The event usually enjoys a large turnout, filling
the Village Theater at Washington University in Saint Louis with approximately 100-125 audience
members each time.
Our main goal was to simply see how an audience might react to seeing an actual robot in a
theatrical setting and introduce the robot to the theater community. We could also observe how a
robot with limited expressivity could try to interact onstage. This event was much like Heddatron,
the play produced in New York that included robots, described in chapter 1, in that the robot was
controlled from off stage.

3.1

Overview
The format of the twenty-four hours is loosely structured. An hour before the twenty-four

hours begins all participants gather and are split into groups. Writers are paired with directors and
each pair get between two and five actors. The rules are explained to the groups and they are given
some time to plan. The time begins at 9 PM, the writers start writing and usually work into the
early morning when their scripts are handed off to the directors. The directors and actors spend the
rest of the day rehearsing and memorizing lines. Each group is given an hour to do the technical
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setup of their play where they pick the lights and sound effects they want and then run through the
play once on-stage. At the end of the twenty-four hours the show begins.
The playwrights have very few restrictions placed on them in terms of the content or style
of their plays. Normally the writers are given an opening line to use and are free to write however
they wish after that. The scripts are generally around ten pages, or about ten minutes, mostly
due to the limits of the actors ability to memorize in a short time period. The writers also know
how many actors they have and who they are. This enables them to write to the strengths of their
particular actors. Some writers finish very quickly, with two and a half hours being the current
record. Some writers continue writing well into the next day, even doing rewrites after the actors
and directors have been working on an earlier version. Most of the plays contain a single scene, but
one exceptional piece contained about ten separate scenes. The freedom given to the writers is an
important grounding feature of the event.
The directors control the visual presentation of the plays. They work with the actors to
produce blocking1 and to fashion the tone and style of the actors’ performances. They decide on
lights, set, costumes and sounds. Sometimes a writer work very closely with the director during the
rehearsal process. Other writers leave the play completely in the directors hands.
The actors have the most nerve-wracking job. The pressure to memorize their lines in such
a short period of time is very high. And depending on the writing style and flow of the script it can
be even more challenging. Some performers have cut out or altered large parts of their scripts when
they’ve blanked on lines during the performance.
However, an interesting effect of this extremely shortened rehearsal period is that some
actors give a more honest and truthful performance than if they had been rehearsing for weeks prior
to the event. A principle of good acting is listening and responding honestly with whomever you’re
acting with. Sometimes when rehearsing for long stretches of time, an actor will stop really listening
to their partner and concentrate more on themselves or anticipate what their partner will do. This
can make their acting stale and disconnected. When actors in Day o’Shame get on stage with such
limited rehearsal time, they’re not as prepared for what will happen, so they depend on their partner
more, and really listen and respond to them for cues on their next line or action.
1 Blocking

is the process of deciding where the actors will move through the course of the scene.
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3.1.1

Dr. Oddlust
On September 15, 2006 the robot was presented to the writers and directors just before the

twenty-four hours began. They were given the option to use the robot in their play in any way they
wanted. Two writers showed interest and one was chosen at random. To avoid the added complexity
of writing autonomous control software within the short time span of the event, it was decided that
a user would control the robot from offstage using a control pad. The robot could move forward,
backward, turn in place, and pan and tilt its cameras. The writer was Nick Loyal, the director was
Andy Bird, and the play included four actors: Julia Martin, Carli Miller, Sarah Auerbach and Ceng
Chen.
Early the next morning the director received a copy of the play. It was a fairly simple plot:
Two women played by Carli and Sarah are preparing for Sarah’s wedding. A third friend, Julia,
arrives and informs them that she has brought her new boyfriend, a French doctor. When the
boyfriend arrives onstage it is revealed to be the robot. Carli tries to accept the robot as a person
and even make advances toward it. Meanwhile, Sarah plays the straight role, trying to talk sense
into both of them. Eventually a researcher arrives revealing that the robot was stolen earlier that
day. In a fit of jealousy over Sarah’s marriage, Julia had taken the robot to show off to her friends.
In the end the friends all make up and leave the researcher alone with the robot, revealing her own
secret relationship.
The play itself is fairly simple and the robot is never really taken as anything other than a
robot. The plot device is straight forward: We expect a human and we get a robot. The audience
is never supposed to be fooled into thinking this robot is actually human. In the script the robot
never talks, it only moves on command, it doesn’t initiate physical interactions and the characters
rarely talk directly to the robot except for one section with Carli, and at the very end. The robot
never engages in the action. It has an extremely passive role. This scenario is much different from
having a robot perform a part originally written for a human, where the robot might have to speak
and would have to pursue an objective and engage the other actors.
There were no costumes or outward embellishments placed on the robot. Audience’s have
become used to depictions of robots in today’s movies. These robots are often advanced beyond
any current technology and are often generated using modern special effects techniques. These
fictional robots are designed by teams of artists and are intended to invoke a specific response from
the audience. We wanted to present a more accurate representation of what current robots look
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like in a live setting. There’s an anthropomorphic element when an audience projects feelings and
emotions onto a robot and we wanted to present more of a blank slate. We told the robot’s story
only through its movement and let the audience project what they wanted to without any static
outward representations.
There is a central question that having the robot tele-operated presents: Is the robot really
a robot, or is it just an elaborate puppet or prop? Certainly the robot isn’t autonomous; making it
more akin to a puppet but it can also engage the other actors and pursue objectives making it more
than a prop. Here’s another question though. Isn’t autonomy in the mind of the audience? If the
audience doesn’t know the internal process of the robot, does it matter?
This question actually applies to human actors as well. Grotowski talked about the idea of
constructing a play as a montage of physical actions. Grotowski directed the play The Constant
Prince with the actor Ryszard Cieslak playing the title role. They worked on this role for an entire
year developing the physical score of the part before working with the other actors. Grotowski
writes that all the physical actions of the play were based on a single romantic moment of Cieslak’s
life. When his actions were combined with the other actors’ actions the result conveyed the story of
martyrdom and torture in the play. Even though Cieslak’s physical score was based on an unrelated
moment of his life, the montage created by placing his actions next to the others resulted in a
completely different interpretation of his actions in the mind of the audience. Thomas Richards
further describes a movement piece by Grotowski in which each actor individually developed their
own personal physical actions, but when combined and arranged by Grotowski, they told the story
of a boy entering manhood. [11]
Even though the robot was tele-operated, the movements of the robot can create the illusion
of autonomy on stage when combined with the actions of the other actors. This issue can become
more philosophical. Does the audience actually truly believe that the robot is acting on its own?
There’s a suspension of disbelief that happens when people watch movies or plays. These questions
will be important to research and explore in future work but they are currently beyond the breadth
of this dissertation. For the purpose of observing audience reaction to an actual robot engaging
actors in a play, given the time constraints and a performance that would only ever happen once,
tele-operation was sufficient.
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3.2
3.2.1

Observations
Rehearsal
The process of blocking the robot was very similar to that of any actor, simply deciding

where the robot should move and when. In some cases the blocking had to be more specific than
usual due to the limited maneuverability of the robot. We wanted enough room so that the actors
could freely move around the robot and not get pinned against any of the tables. However, each
move had to be specifically timed and planned including the movement of pan/tilt unit (PTU).
Usually when blocking actors it is enough to tell them where to go and they’ll contribute their own
sense of timing. The director usually doesn’t need to specify head movements (unless it’s a Beckett
play).
In this case though, the use of the PTU generated much discussion. With the cameras
representing a pair of eyes or head, they were able to convey simple messages about points of
interest for the robot, and reactions and interactions to the characters around it. The robot would
turn and look at anyone talking to it. It could tilt down when someone insulted it. It could signal
yes and no with nods and shakes. The cameras were the robot’s main method of communication,
since it lacks an expressive physical body.
The robot’s movements sometimes also conveyed a message. When Sarah insults the robot,
it moves toward her, stopping only inches away. This was intended to convey threat or anger.
However most of the time the robot moves when told to by the characters in a very subservient
fashion.
Since the robot was such a passive figure in the script, any moments of direct interaction
were largely worked out in rehearsal. The robot’s move toward Sarah was a rehearsal decision. The

Figure 3.1: Rehearsal
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uses of the PTU were decided in rehearsal. There was even a moment where we had to direct an
actor to specifically treat the robot more as a human. She says the robot’s name and tells it to move
off to the side. At first she said that all at once, but we decided it would be better if she waited for
the robot to turn and look at her before she told it what to do. Normally you wouldn’t say anything
to a person until you had their attention. But with the robot, that interaction had to be specifically
directed.
An interesting line through the rehearsal was the journey that the actors took in adjusting
to working with the robot. Since they were unfamiliar with the robot’s functionality it took them
some time to get used to how fast the robot would move and where the robot would stop. The actors
would sometimes jump out of the way when the robot moved forward abruptly. The actors were
also often distracted by the robot. It was something that they have had limited experience with so
curiosity over its cameras or the status screen sometimes detracted from rehearsal. Even while the
director was trying to give direction one actor in particular she was only half listening while looking
at the robot.

3.2.2

Performance
A similar pattern of behavior was observed in the audience watching the final production.

When the robot first appears there a round of laughter and even applause. And during each of the

Figure 3.2: Performance
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robot’s initial PTU movements the audience laughs as well. The amount of awareness the robot
seemed to have of its environment surprised an audience that didn’t know what to expect. As the
play goes on, the effect of similar movements lessens but the robot still operates as an enormous
attention sink. Much like children or animals onstage, the presence of the robot tended to overpower
anything else the other actors did on stage. Even with it’s limited movement and functionality the
audience still responded to the robots nod’s and shakes of “yes” and “no”. They gave an audible
“awww” when the cameras tilted downward after Sarah insulted it. And they even laughed when
the cameras tilted down while pointing at Carli which the audience interpreted as “checking her
out”. While this moment was very funny, it was a completely unintentional, and was not planned
for in rehearsals.
The script never intended the robot to be anything more than a robot. It was very different
from taking a robot and inserting it into a part intended for a human. Because of this, it was hard
to apply some of the standard actor preparations for a role such as objective, actions and obstacles.
The robot was extremely passive always doing what it was told, it never engaged and it didn’t
matter who was talking to it, its reactions were the same. If this robot is assumed to be autonomous
within the play, how did Julia’s character get it to follow and obey her? To what purpose was the
robot programmed? Did the robot intend to escape from the lab and if not why did it not make
any attempt to return on it’s own? If an actual human were to play the role of the robot, these are
some of the very difficult questions he would have to answer.

3.3

Conclusions
We saw in this informal event that even with its limited degrees of freedom, and lack of

outward representational embellishments, the robot was still able tell a story and convey some basic
intentions through its movement. The audience could have truly empathized with the robot or
could just have given expected reactions to basic cues. There is no way to determine there was a
genuine empathic reaction, but even if the audience “awwwed” without genuine empathy, the robot’s
movements were at least interpreted correctly.
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Chapter 4

Robots in Acting Class
The next collaboration that the robot took part in was as a participant in Movement for the
Stage, a class for actors taught by Professor Anna Pileggi. Like Day o’Shame before it, this exercise
was largely informal in nature. We wanted to see how the robot could assist or take part in basic
acting exercises and how learning actors could work with and possibly even learn from the robot.
The specific exercise that the robot participated in is known as Viewpoints.

4.1

Viewpoints
The acting techniques detailed in chapter 2 are best learned by rehearsing and performing

scenes. Scene work provides actors the opportunity to learn through doing and not just talking
and thinking about acting. While scene work helps to build technique, there are other important
attributes an actor must have on stage that can be improved in other ways. Attributes like impulsiveness, awareness and presence are important for an actor no matter what the scene is, and these
things should be second nature on stage. The actor should not have to be conscious of them. Like
the training regimen of an athlete, the actor must constantly improve and hone these attributes.
Viewpoints is a training exercise designed to help the actor live honestly and impulsively in the
moment.
The Viewpoints were first developed by choreographer Mary Overlie. In composing movement for dance Overlie was able to structure movement into six basic categories called Viewpoints:
space, shape, time, emotion, movement and story. Theater director Anne Bogart recognized that
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the viewpoints could also apply to the movement of actors on stage, and developed an extensive philosophy and training technique for actors. The original six viewpoints were expanded into
nine physical viewpoints: spatial relationship, kinesthetic response, shape, gesture, repetition, architecture, tempo, duration and topography; and five vocal viewpoints: pitch, dynamic, acceleration/deceleration, silence and timber. [3]
Within the exercise of Viewpoints, actors move around and explore space and time using
the environment and other actors around them for motivation. The viewpoints create a structure
through which the actors can explore. The actors can view environment through several different
“lenses” known as viewpoints. The actor uses these elements as a source for their impulse to move.
Consider the following example: Two actors are in a space. One actor notices lines on
the floor and starts following them. The second sees this and decides to repeat the motion going
backward and slower. The first actor then decides to make a gesture of checking the time very
quickly while continuing to follow lines of the floor. The second then stops and crouches and slaps
the floor. The first actor jumps at the sound. The second continues to slap the floor in rhythm.
It’s easy to construe this as just random movement about a space, but there is a physical
logic to it. The movements the actors do are interrelated. What one actor does affects the other.
Whether that actor chooses to mimic the first or do an opposing action, there is still a conversation
of movement that happens between them, with the viewpoints acting as a protocol. Part of the
exercise, especially the beginning, does require the actor to introduce new movements into the
growing vocabulary of motion. There is an element of randomness and inspiration in that creation,
but if the actors did nothing but creation then the exercise would have no cohesion. The actors
would be completely ignoring both the other actors and the viewpoints upon which the exercise
is based. They wouldn’t be building any awareness or impulsiveness. Once a basic vocabulary of
motions has been established then the actors use the viewpoints to play off each other and create a
physical dialog using variations on what has already been created.
These actors have used several viewpoints in this short example. The first used architecture
by following the lines on the floor and then gesture, tempo and kinesthetic response when responding
to the floor slap. The second used the first actor’s work then added tempo and used repetition and
rhythm while slapping the floor. The actors have a number of things to choose from and as the
exercise proceeds a vocabulary of movement forms, as actors reuse and alter the movements that
originally began the piece.
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Many actors have trouble jumping directly into the full viewpoints exercise, so there is a
related warm up exercise called The Flow. In The Flow, actors walk around a space and they can
only make one of five movement choices. They can start/stop, change direction, follow another actor,
explore the space in-between or explore tempo. The actors still use the environment around them
as an impulse to move. When one actor starts another may stop. When an actor turns, another
may start to follow her. The exercise still requires the same amount of focus and awareness as full
viewpoints, but the limited vocabulary helps the actors attain the correct mindset and to find their
focus and awareness before transitioning into the full Viewpoints exercise.
The exercise helps to build an actor’s awareness. The actor must be open to and aware of
what’s happening around him all the time as well as an awareness of self. Everything in the space
can be a source of inspiration. The actor should also know where he is in relation to others so he
can stop or turn quickly to avoid collisions, and to make impulsive choices. As the number of actors
increases the more there is to be aware of. An actor that lacks awareness can become too singular
in his choices and become detached from what the rest of the group is doing. If many actors do this
then the exercise will start to become stagnant and will not display a flow or progression. In order
to sense more than what is just in front of the actor’s eyes, the term “soft focus” is often used. The
idea is that if the actor doesn’t rely solely on his eyes but also his ears and his personal sense of
space then he can be more aware of the total space. While using your other senses you might not
be focusing on anything specific with your eyes so what you see will be a little fuzzy; hence “soft
focus.” This awareness translates to being on stage. Actors must instinctively know what’s going
on during the play and where everything is in relation to themselves, especially if the play contains
fast coordinated movements such as combat.
Once an actor is aware of the surrounding environment, he must also impulsively act on any
of the surrounding elements he chooses. Working impulsively is very important when using physical
actions. Many times the brain wants to get in the way and tries to control or censor impulses, but
physical actions work best when impulses are allowed to move through the body unimpaired. Actors
in viewpoints are encouraged to do and not think about doing. Once a choice is made, the actor
should always be confident in that choice. There is no wrong movement in this exercise, so there
should be no hesitation. There should be no thought between the impulse to move and the action
itself. On stage if you’re thinking about what you are about to do then you’re not present within
the scene.
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And then the exercise also improves presence, the ability to exist within the moment without
becoming distracted or letting your mind wander; to remain engaged. In order to have the necessary
awareness and impulsiveness for the exercise the actor must keep his focus and concentration. It
seems like a simple task to concentrate on an exercise that just involves moving around the space.
But the simplicity can make the actor go on autopilot and just go through the motions, especially
since they are not using their brain in any interpretive or high-level analytical way. When an actor
loses focus during the exercise this is usually known amongst students informally as “zombie mode.”
And once again this presence is a must on stage. The moment the actor’s mind wanders in a scene he
is no longer present and the audience will always be able to tell. Once the actor loses the audience,
it takes a lot of effort to win them back.
There are many pitfalls that beginning students can fall into. A common problem is trying to
tell a story by imposing meaning onto the movement. Movements can carry a lot of meaning in them
in everyday life. For example, if some one makes a gesture by putting their fist to their chin that
often conveys deep thought like Rodin’s “The Thinker.” But, within the exercise these assumptions
and connotations restrict the possibilities for exploration. Often actors within viewpoints will string
together a collection of “meaningful” movements and begin to tell a story with them: one actor
makes a punching motion, a second actor decides to improvise a conflict story from that punch,
however, there are an infinite number of purely physical movements that can respond to that punch
using the viewpoints. It’s natural for actors to feel the need to put on a show but that detracts from
the exploration and the building of an actor’s presence, impulsive and awareness “muscles.”
Another common pitfall is coming to the exercise with an agenda. To plan out your movements in detail. It’s common to think about the exercise at a high level such as attempting to
use more of one of the viewpoints you might have been ignoring recently. However, when individual motions are planned out then that severely restricts awareness and shows a complete lack of
impulsiveness and provides an opportunity for the actor to lose presence. This problem is directly
applicable to the stage. Many actors will imagine a movie in their head as to how the scene will play.
Then they get into rehearsal and perform that movie while completely ignoring their partner and
what they’re doing. In Viewpoints movement without a plan or agenda or added meaning is often
called “pure movement.” In a way, everything a robot does can be considered “pure movement”.
Robots don’t have the ability to judge their movements. They simply sense the environment and
react to it.
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Figure 4.1: Viewpoints Exercise

4.2

Viewpoints Class
We brought Lewis into a session of viewpoints with a class of about 20 to 25 students in

a course on stage movement in the fall semester of 2006. From a conceptual view an autonomous
robot would make an excellent tool for students of viewpoints. A robot does not have the ability to
impose meaning on it’s own movement. Everything thing it does can be considered pure movement.
The basic model of an artificial intelligence is to sense the environment, process that information and
then act on the environment. This is exactly what Viewpoints demands from its participants and the
elements to be sensed within the environment are defined by the viewpoints themselves. And there
should be as little analytical processing as possible between sensing and acting. Any mobile robot
would be especially suited to the warm up Flow exercise. The limited movement choices are possible
for any mobile robot. It also presents a fairly standard tracking problem to sense the movements of
other participants in the Flow.
Lewis, however, was not used autonomously in the exercise. Once again it was tele-operated
by a user off-stage. The user was experienced in viewpoints and understood the basic principles.
He observed the environment from offstage and responded with movement through the robot as an
avatar. This basically meant that the robot physically replaced the actor that controlled it but it
didn’t sense the space like the other actors did. So the robot couldn’t take part in the exercise in
its truest form.
The exercise began with the Flow using all the actors. The robot participated much like the
other actors. It moved through the space, starting and stopping, reacting to the movement around
it. The exercise then moved into full Viewpoints. The robot began using the PTU more, in addition
to its basic movement. Despite the limited number of degrees of freedom it still had an impact on
the exercise as a whole. After a lengthy session, the instructor decided to have some smaller groups
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of three or four perform with the robot while the rest of the class observed. There were about two
or three of these smaller sessions.

4.3

Observations
The results from using the robot in this event were mixed. Once again, since the robot was

tele-operated, the same questions arise as to whether the robot is a robot or just a puppet. Was
the robot truly participating in the exercise? The robot did serve as a tool in teaching the students.
It served as a example of pure movement, or movement without agenda, even though the robot’s
movement wasn’t completely agendaless given that there was a human controlling it from offstage.
However, even with a human in the loop, the robot was still able to convey the concept of pure
movement to the students. In order to make the robot a perfect example, some form of autonomy
must be implemented.
One possibility is to simply have the robot move randomly through the space. In this case,
the robot has no agenda, but it is not taking part in the exercise either. It would have no awareness,
no connection with the event of the exercise. In order for the robot to truly participate, it would have
to sense the environment and then react with movement. This happened with the exercise above,
but that sensing happened through a human filter. The viewpoints themselves provide the patterns
which an autonomous system must be able to recognize in the exercise. The task of recognizing shape,
gesture, floor pattern, tempo, duration, repetition, architecture, spatial relationship or kinesthetic
response in a dynamic environment on a mobile platform is not a trivial one. The amount of data
and processing needed to recognize these elements makes it difficult to guarantee that the robot
could react within a reasonable time frame. No more than a few seconds can pass before the window
to react is closed. There are also severe power constraints on the robot.
There are some steps that might help with this task. Place sensors in the environment and
process that information off the robot. This frees up any power constraints and allows parallel processing of the data with as many processors as possible. Although, this adds a layer of complexity in
communicating the necessary information to the robot. It would also be easier to focus on one viewpoint at a time before using them all at once. The problem could also reduce in complexity by just
doing a Flow exercise. The Flow removes the problem of identifying gestures and basically becomes
a person tracking problem. The robot identifies people, classifies their current state (start/stop,
following, spatial relationship, speed and direction) and then reacts when those states change. All
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the physical viewpoints except gesture are elements of that positional data and can be identified
and explored through the Flow. The robot can explore shape and floor pattern by analyzing the
patterns of others and either copy or make an opposite shape through movements. Tempo can be
explored by how fast the robot moves compared to others. Architecture can be used by following
lines in the floor, following walls or using the angles of the space. Spatial relationship can be used by
following anther participant, getting very close or staying far away. The robot can use duration to
decide how long to perform an action and repetition to decide whether to repeat the movement. The
robot can choose from all of these elements either one at a time or all at the same time. They each
can be observed in the other participants and the robot can either copy them or do the opposite.
There is an element of randomness here in what viewpoints the robot decides to use and whether
to copy or not, but the resulting movement will still be connected with the movements of the other
participants. This makes for a great Flow participant because the robot would be fully aware of the
surrounding environment, it would be fully open to be affected by changes in the environment and
would never try any action outside the rules of the exercise. The robot could actually use almost
every viewpoint at the same time which is extremely hard for most humans.
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Chapter 5

The Study
The previous events were largely informal and observational. They introduced the robot
to the performing arts community and raised their interest in the possibilities of working with the
robot. In this chapter, we describe a study directly comparing the robot to a human performing the
same scene.

5.1

Preparation
Understanding human perception of a robot is important when considering human-robot

interaction. If we want the explore the tools that actors use to create interactions, we must understand how those interactions are perceived differently when a human or robot performs them. We
created this study to explore those differences. We hypothesize that humans and robots are perceived differently by the audience when performing the same motions. We tested this by showing a
group of users a human performing in a piece and the robot performing the same piece, asking them
questions and comparing their responses. We wanted the performance by the human and the robot
to be as similar as possible. We decided to construct three original pieces using only the vocabulary
of movement available to the robot. The actors would rehearse and create a line of physical actions,
the movements of the actors would be recorded and then replicated on the robot.
The three scenes were created by Anna Pileggi, Justin Rincker and Louise Edwards. The
scenes were constructed using only a simple vocabulary of movements consisting of moving forward,
turning, sitting down, simple touches and turns of the head. All the movements were those that both
the robot and human could perform. This would allow a more direct comparison between the two. It
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might be thought that reducing the vocabulary of movement will reduce the power of expression, but
there are playwrights, most notably Samuel Beckett, that explicitly call for very specific and sparse
movements. In theater, we usually find that with less movement each moment has more power
and more significance. We believe that even though the human’s physical vocabulary is reduced
he will retain an advantage over the robot in telling the story of each scene. All the movements
existed within a 5 meter by 5 meter space on the floor. Justin doubled as the robot in some of the
performances and there was no movement he performed that couldn’t also be done by the robot.
The scenes were each assigned a simple theme; Threat from a Stranger, Forgiveness and Flirt. See
Appendix A for the scripts.
We decided not to add any extraneous costume or peripherals to the robot. We made every
effort to make the robot’s movements as similar to the human as possible, but in terms of appearance
we wanted to keep the robot as neutral as possible. When people watch robots interact there is a
anthropomorphization that happens, and we expected that to happen in this study. However we
didn’t want to influence that one way or another. Everything on the robot had a functional purpose.
Another possibility to consider was using sound. There’s a lot of interaction that can happen
using just pre-recorded speech or even non vocal noises. However, we decided to focus on just
movement with this study, leaving sound as an area of future work.
The actors rehearsed the scenes using the acting principles discussed in chapter 2. We wanted
a method of taking movements generated by an actor using physical actions and placing them on
the robot as accurately as possible. Our hope is that the movements will be as similar as possible
and nuances like timing, speed and distance won’t have to be estimated for the robot. We wanted to
generate a script of movement that the robot could follow much like an actor follows the script of a
play. Once the actors rehearsed to the point that they could reliably repeat the exact motions each
time, they were recorded by a camera hung directly above the performance space. The top of the
video corresponded to down-stage and the origin was assigned to the lower right hand corner of the
five by five meter playing area. Green markers were placed at the corners and the midpoints of the
five by five meter area. The actors wore colored hats to assist with identifying them and tracking
their motions. Justin wore yellow and Louise wore red. Once the scenes were recorded a tracking
program was created with the OpenCV Computer Vision Library [6] to turn the actors movements
into positional data. The code iterated through each frame and identified the hat colors and ground
markers, and grouped pixels into similarly-colored blobs. Identifying the proper color values was
not difficult since the floor was black and the actors wore mostly black as well. The centroid or each
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Figure 5.1: Top View of a Scene
blob was then found by averaging the position of the pixels. These positions in pixel space were then
transformed into the five by five meter playing area using a simple homography constructed from
the known positions of the green markers. The program outputted the frame number, x position, y
position of the actor
The positional data obtained from the cameras wasn’t perfect. When the actors turned their
head the position information would change slightly even though they didn’t move anywhere. Plus
the camera had a slight swing to it because it was attached to a hanging bar which had a little sway
which slightly affected the position information. Because of this, the positions of the green markers
weren’t constant and had to be updated for each frame. So when one of the actors occluded one of
the markers used for transforming the pixels into x and y positions the program would have to use a
different marker for the transformation. Due to errors in the exact marker positions, whenever this
occlusion would happen the x and y positions would shift slightly. Any jerky movement that this
may have caused was smoothed over by manually adjusting the data.
Once all the position information was extracted from the video it was then transplanted
onto the robot. The control program for the robot read in the position at each frame, set it as a
waypoint and instructed the robot to proceed to that point. As with any robotic movement control
noise in the positional data had to be taken care of. Sometimes the robot would move slightly when
it was actually supposed to stay in one place. To correct for this the robot would only choose a
new waypoint if it was far enough away from the old waypoint, usually 0.2 meters. The program
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was processing the data slightly faster than the robot was moving. It was possible that during a
sharp corner the robot would cut the corner by automatically picking the next waypoint before it
had arrived close enough to its current waypoint. We countered this by having the robot pick a new
waypoint only when it was close enough to its current waypoint, again at 0.2 meters. Rotation and
pan/tilt commands were placed in the data by aligning the command with the frame number in the
video. Eventually, the purely physical portion of the actor’s physical actions was replicated on the
robot.
It then took several rehearsals with Justin and also Elizabeth Birkenmeier to fine tune the
movements to be as identical to the human actor as possible. For the most part the pieces remained
exactly the same as when they were first performed. Slight noise in the data caused the robot to
turn a little to far in one section or to veer slightly one side on another, but these problems were
easily fixed.

5.2

Performance
The pieces were performed before 3 separate audiences with a total of 33 users. Each

audience saw all three pieces with both the robot and Justin in each piece in some random order
for a total of 6 performances. After each piece the users were asked a series of questions relating to
their enjoyment of the piece, their understanding of the actors and what the wanted, the emotional
qualities they might assign to the actors as well as a short title and summary of the piece. These
question tried to asses the audience’s perception of the actor’s objective and actions, and whether
or not the pieces made sense to them. Within the questions the robot and Justin were both referred
to as the “red actor” and Elizabeth was referred to as the “blue actor”. See Appendices B and C
for the questionnaires.
The users first entered the room and were each given a consent form. Once they signed the
form, the format of the study was explained to them. They were told that they were going to see
a collection of performance pieces. For each performance they simply needed to watch until the
end and then fill out one of the provided questionnaires to the best of their abilities. They didn’t
have to answer every question and they could leave the study at any time. After the rules were
explained to them, they filled out an initial questionnaire that profiled their gender, occupation and
familiarity with the robots both real and fictional. Once everyone was finished, the performances
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Table 5.1: Performance Pieces

1
2
3
4
5
6

1st Performance
Threat from a Stranger with Human
Threat from a Stranger with Robot
Forgiveness with Human
Forgiveness with Robot
Flirt with Human
Flirt with Robot

1
2
3
4
5
6

2nd Performance
Forgiveness with Robot
Forgiveness with Human
Threat from a Stranger with Human
Threat from a Stranger with Robot
Flirt With Robot
Flirt With Human

1
2
3
4
5
6

3rd Performance
Flirt with Robot
Forgiveness with Human
Threat from a Stranger with Robot
Flirt with Human
Threat from a Stranger with Human
Forgiveness with Robot

began. After each performance everyone was given time to fill out the questionnaire. The order of
the performances was randomized for each group of users.
Unfortunately the execution of this study had some flaws and there are several improvements
to be made. The profile of our users was skewed. A large portion of the users were college students
in their 20’s. Also a large portion of the users were from the Performing Arts Department and have
a unique view of acting and theater. There were also only 33 of users, which is too small a number
to gather significant data from. The questions asked of the users were not always clear. There was
no definite metric used to rate understanding and people might no answer honestly to that question.
There was also no set methodology to understand the free response answers. The users saw each
piece twice, once with the robot and once with the human. Answers to the second occurrence of
a piece will be skewed by their experience of the first. With all these problems, this study is best
thought of as a pilot upon which further work can build.
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(a) Lewis

(b) Justin

Figure 5.2: User Study Performance

5.3

Results
Unfortunately, due to the design of the study, we didn’t find anything statistically conclusive.

The numbers that came out of this study didn’t provide many clear cut conclusions, but there were
a few interesting trends we would like to share that perhaps, given improvement to the study, could
become more definite. The ’±’ in the following tables refers to the standard deviation on all averages.

5.3.1

Overall

Enjoyment
Average Overall Enjoyment

4.2124

±

0.8586

Users were asked to rate their enjoyment of each piece from 1 to 5. 1 being “not at all” and
5 being “very much”. Overall, the entire event was mostly enjoyed by all the participants. Just a
little above “a little”. This result was very similar both the pieces with the robot and pieces with
the human. However, people claimed to enjoy the robot performances slightly more.
Table 5.2: Average Overall Enjoyment
Robot
Human

4.3542
4.0722

±
±

0.7635
0.9222

This enjoyment rating is not very reliable. A “4” for one person can be very different from a
“4” for another person. It will be important to add some additional questions that can contextualize
or clarify this enjoyment rating for each user. However, we will continue to look at this statistic for
the individual pieces to observe some trends.
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Understanding
Users were also asked how they much they felt they understood each actor on a scale from
1 to 5. 1 being “not at all” and 5 being “completely”. Users felt they understood the red and blue
actors roughly the same overall. If we break down the understanding of the red actor between the
robot and human, again we see very similar numbers.
Table 5.3: Average Overall Understanding
Blue Actor
Red Actor
Robot
Human

3.7165
3.6321
3.6146
3.6495

±
±
±
±

0.794
0.8664
0.9171
0.8128

As with the enjoyment statistic above, this statistic is also unwieldy. Just because the users
think they understand doesn’t mean they actually did. Also, users may not want to admit to a lack
of understanding, skewing these numbers higher than they should. Fortunately we can casually test
their understanding by observing their answers given in the free answer questions. Again, a better
methodology is needed in these questions. We will continue to look at this understanding for each
piece.

5.3.2

Piece 1: Threat from a Stranger
In threat from a stranger, the blue actor begins seated at center stage and the red actor

begins upstage facing away. The red actor turns, approaches the blue actor from behind and looks
down at her. The blue actor rises and moves stage left. The red actor follows as the blue actor
backs upstage and the turns stage right. The red actor stops following when the blue actor looks
back. This scene was meant to play upon the stereotype of the evil menacing robot.

Enjoyment
Average Enjoyment of Piece 1

3.8413

±

1.0421

“Threat from a Stranger” was most likely the weakest piece of the three. It was the least
enjoyed piece of the 3 and there was a larger split between robot and human versions:
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Table 5.4: Average Enjoyment of Piece 1
Robot
Human

4.1113
3.5312

±
±

0.9337
1.0305

These numbers are well within the deviations, but there was also an interesting difference
between enjoyment of the piece with the robot when it was seen before the same piece with the
human as opposed to the piece with the robot being seen after the human.
Table 5.5: Average Enjoyment of Piece 1 with Robot
Robot Seen First
Robot Seen Second

4.4706
3.7857

±
±

0.6056
1.1451

The users enjoyed it more when the robot was seen first in this piece. This is actually one
of the wider differences we saw in the numbers even though it still can’t be considered statistically
significant. What this might tell us is that statistics gathered from the first viewing of a piece cannot
be compared to the second viewing. We hypothesize that the audience tries to reconcile what was
seen the first time (with a human) with what they see the second time, and cannot do it. This
suggests different interpretations for the robot and human pieces.
Understanding
Piece 1 was the least understood of all three, especially the red actor at 3.1875 ± 0.9164
and, surprisingly, this breaks identically across the human-robot split. The users did not feel that
they understood the human any more than they understood the robot in this piece. There was also
slightly more understanding of the blue actor with the robot than with the human.
Table 5.6: Average Understanding of Red Actor in Piece 1
Robot
Human

3.1875
3.1875

±
±

0.9823
0.8455

The interesting thing to note here is how the understanding was practically exactly the same
for both human and robot. For the least clear piece, it might be assumed that the human actor
would have an edge over a robot. According to these numbers, that might not be true.
Here are perhaps our only numbers that fell outside of standard deviation. Like enjoyment,
there was a difference of understanding for both actors between the piece with the robot being seen
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before the same piece with the human compared to the piece with the robot shown after the same
piece with the human.
Table 5.7: Understand of Both Actors with the Robot in Piece 1
Seen
Seen
Seen
Seen

First (Blue Actor)
Second(Blue Actor)
First (Robot)
Second(Robot)

4.1111
3.2857
3.6111
2.6429

±
±
±
±

0.5666
0.7954
0.6781
1.0425

The subjects felt that they understood the actors more when the robot was seen first and
less when seen after the same piece with the human. Somehow the “After” users differed from
the “Before” users. Their overall understanding for both actors were lower for both the robot and
human versions of the piece. This reinforces the idea that we can’t treat data gathered from the
users second viewing of a piece the same as the first. Here is the average understanding of the human
and robot by only the users who saw each first.
Table 5.8: Understand of Robot and Human in Piece 1 on first viewing
Robot
Human

3.6111
2.6429

±
±

0.6781
0.895

We see that the robot was actually more understood than the human on the first viewing of
the piece. However, with so few users it’s hard to tell if this would hold as the sample size grows.
We can look to answers to the other questions to see if the users actually understood or not.

Winner
The users were asked if there was conflict in the scene and if so who won. Nearly all the
users agreed that there was conflict in the scene, but the winner of the conflict was split between
the blue actor and neither actor. With the robot as the red actor, the winner was even between the
two, but with the human as the red actor “neither” came out in front.
Table 5.9: Conflict in Piece 1 on first viewing

Human-Human
Human-Robot

Yes
10
18

No
4
0
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Table 5.10: Winner of Piece 1

Human-Robot
Human-Human

Blue
13
8

Red
4
3

Neither
12
18

Null
3
3

We see that most users understood that there was conflict in piece as intended. The piece
wasn’t created with a particular winner in mind and there’s no true resolution to the threat, so the
users’ choice of the winner is unsurprisingly scattered. This is probably the piece’s biggest flaw.

Want
Nearly everyone agreed that the red actor wanted something. The subjects were able to
perceive an objective or intent from both the human and the robot. This along with the conflict
answers would suggest a high understanding of the piece but when we look to the free response
questions we can start to see confusion.
Table 5.11: The Red Actor Wanted Something in Piece 1
Yes
60

No
3

Words
Each user was also asked to check a selection of possible words that they believed applied to
each of the actors. The words included emotional attributes such as happy, sad, angry and several
others. Based on their responses for piece 1, the users believe the blue actor was passive, flustered,
agitated, slightly angry, slightly aggressive and slightly sad. Red seemed aggressive, confrontational,
slightly energetic and slightly flustered. Here are the total number of responses for the highest of
the attributes.
Comparing the robot version and human version, the blue actor was thought of as slightly
more sad with the robot than with the human but mostly the word counts didn’t change much for
the blue actor. Red, however, was noticeably considered more angry with the human and noticeably
happier with the robot but still similar in aggressive and confrontational.
There were several questions which required short answers from the users, such as suggesting
a title for the piece, a short summary and describing what the actors wanted. In the responses to
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Table 5.12: Descriptive Word for the Red and Blue Actor in Piece 1
Blue Actor
Agitated: 30
Passive: 23
Flustered: 22
Angry: 15
Sad: 15
Aggressive: 13

Red Actor
Aggressive: 48
Confrontational: 42
Energetic: 19
Flustered: 13

Table 5.13: Descriptive Word for the Red Actor in Piece 1

Aggressive
Confrontational
Happy
Angry

With the Robot
23
20
7
1

With the Human
25
22
0
10

these questions we can get a clearer view of the users’ understanding. Of the words “Threat” and
“Stranger” from the title of the piece, only “threat” was used once. There were 5 uses of “stalk”
and 3 uses of “creep”, but there was mostly a wide array of responses that didn’t necessarily have
anything to do with the original intent of threat or danger. Thirteen users used the word “attention”
to describe what the red actor wanted from the blue which doesn’t really convey the original intent
of “threat”. There were also some straight up responses of “don’t know” or “not clear” in the short
answers. Some users simply described where the actors moved on stage in the summary without
any story being told. Although forty users did use “blue” in describing what the red actor wanted
implying that the majority of users knew the the red actor wanted something from the blue actor
but what specifically was wanted varied. These results suggest that the average understanding
above might be viable. This piece had the lowest understanding and that is mirrored in these short
responses.
The results from this piece are interesting because it was the weakest. The most surprising
possibility is that responses to the human were roughly the same as the robot.

5.3.3

Piece 2: Forgiveness
In Forgiveness, the blue begins seated at center stage and the red actor begin stage right

facing center stage. The red actor approaches the chair and stops on the stage left side. The blue
actor rises and crosses stage left. The red actor then crosses toward the blue actor but stops when
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the blue actor looks. The red actor approaches again but the blue actor turns and crosses back to
the chair and sits. The blue actor faces downstage. The red actor approaches the chair and faces
downstage. The blue actor touches the red actor. This scene was the most complicated of the three.
It was the longest and told the most complete story with several individual beats.

Enjoment
Piece 2 had an average enjoyment of 4.2576 ± 0.7449. This sits in between the enjoyment
of pieces 1 and 3. Once again the enjoyment remain very similar comparing the human version to
the robot version:
Table 5.14: Average Enjoyment of Piece 2
Robot
Human

4.3939
4.1212

±
±

0.6485
0.8074

Understanding
The average understanding for both the red and blue actors also got a bump up from piece
1:
Table 5.15: Average Understanding of Both Actors in Piece 2
Blue Actor
Red Actor

±
±

3.7424
3.7879

0.6585
0.6632

Table 5.16: Understand of Robot and Human in Piece 2 on first viewing
Robot
Human

3.8
3.6087

±
±

0.6
0.7064

The understanding of the blue actor is slightly better than piece 1 but the understanding of
the red actor increases more noticeably. So now the understanding of both actors is practically equal.
When comparing the robot version to the human one there’s actually slightly more understanding
of the robot but not by much. Again, response to the robot is surprisingly similar to the human
and again these numbers still aren’t extremely viable. We can still look to the other answers to see
if these numbers are supported.
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Conflict and Winner
Once again, almost all the subjects agreed that there was conflict in this piece. They tended
to agree that the red actor wins in this scene. These numbers were even when broken down by robot
and human versions.
Table 5.17: Winner of Piece 2

Overall

Red
34

Blue
5

Neither
19

Both
5

Null
3

Want
Once again the users believed almost unanimously that red and blue actor wanted something.
Table 5.18: Red and Blue Actor Want Something in Piece 2

Blue Actor
Red Actor

Yes
61
65

No
3
1

It was split nearly equally as to whether the blue actor got what she wanted but everyone
agreed that the red actor got what it wanted. The piece was intended to have conflict so the users
definitely understood that. As for the winner, the red actor definitely finds the forgiveness it seeks
in the piece, so the users mostly gave the red actor the win and correctly understood that the red
actor got what it wanted.
Words
The users believed that the blue actor was mostly sad, agitated, angry, passive and slightly
flustered. The red actor was sad, aggressive, confrontational and slightly flustered, agitated and
angry.
The words for the blue actor were very consistent between the robot and human pieces.
For the red actor however, the human was seen as more aggressive, more confrontational and more
angry.
The most indicative number that points to the users’ understanding of the piece was in the
free response questions. In the free short responses, the word “forgive”, in the title of the piece, was
actually used by 20 users in the short responses. 11 of those uses were for the robot and 9 were for
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Table 5.19: Descriptive Words for Both Actor in Piece 2
Blue Actor
Sad: 57
Agitated: 32
Angry: 28
Passive: 25
Flustered: 16

Red Actor
Sad: 41
Aggressive: 37
Confrontational: 33
Flustered: 14
Agitated: 14
Angry: 13

Table 5.20: Descriptive Words for the Red Actor in Piece 2

Aggressive
Confrontational
Angry

With the Robot
15
12
0

With the Human
22
21
13

the human. The description of what red wanted, there were 41 uses of “blue”, 5 uses of “contact”
and 15 uses of “touch”. These numbers suggest a high level of understanding by the users for both
the robot and the human.
Piece 2 was mostly likely the clearest of the three. It’s encouraging to see both the enjoyment
and understanding averages rise and interesting that the understanding remained extremely similar
for both the human actor and the robot. Once again, the users all perceived intent in the robot and
there was a high level of understanding but there were some differences between the descriptions of
the robot and human actor. The human actor was thought of much more as angry, aggressive and
confrontational, so as with piece 1, the robot seems to lack a threatening or powerful nature. The
users seem to view the robot with a more sympathetic eye.

5.3.4

Piece 3: Flirt
In Flirt, the blue actor begins downstage left and the red actor begins on stage right. They

both face downstage. The red actor looks at the blue actor twice. The red actor turns and makes
a long cross downstage left while the blue actor crosses stage right. The red actor looks at the blue
actor again and crosses toward her. The blue actor stops the red actor with a look and touches the
red actor. As opposed to the first two pieces, this scene had a much lighter feel and elicited laughs
from many of the users.
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Enjoyment
Piece 3 was the most enjoyed piece with an average of 4.5312 ± 0.5855. Enjoyment was pretty
much the same no matter how the data was divided up. This piece definitely had the potential to
be fun and the potential for some laughs. It was certainly the most light hearted piece and we did
get some laughter out of each crowd that saw it.

Understanding
This piece was also the most understood piece for both the red and blue actors:
Table 5.21: Average Understand of Both Actors in Piece 3
Blue Actor
Red Actor

±
±

3.8594
3.9206

0.8266
0.8223

Table 5.22: Understand of Robot and Human in Piece 2 on first viewing
Robot
Human

3.6923
4.2

±
±

0.8717
0.7483

These numbers are similar to piece 2, but now there’s a slight edge in favor of the human
actor. However, the number of users who saw the human first was relatively small. Only 5 users
saw the human first while 27 saw the robot first. These numbers will most likely shift as the number
of users grows. Again, we’ll take a look at the other responses and how they might relate to this
understanding stat.

Conflict and Winner
This piece had the most disagreement on conflict. This is probably because there’s not as
much tension in this piece compared to the first two and it’s a bit more fun. “Conflict” might have
not been the best word to use when asking this question. But the users still believed red actor
definitely wanted something. The users still understood intent in the piece.
Table 5.23: Conflict in Piece 3
Yes
44

No
19
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Table 5.24: Red Actor Want Something in Piece 3
Yes
61

No
2

Words
The blue actor was perceived as angry, passive, aggressive, energetic. The red actor was
happy, energetic, aggressive, slightly flustered and slightly passive.
Table 5.25: Desciptive Words for Both Actors in Piece 3
Blue Actor
Angry: 37
Passive: 25
Aggressive: 16
Energetic: 16

Red Actor
Happy: 37
Energetic: 34
Aggressive: 23
Flustered: 16
Passive: 13

Once again, there wasn’t much difference for the blue actor between the human version and
robot version. The red actor with the human seemed more aggressive and actually a little happier.
Table 5.26: Descriptive Words for the Red Actor in Piece 3

Aggressive
Happy

With the Robot
7
15

With the Human
16
22

The average understanding of the actors may have be similar to piece 2 but the word ’flirt’
was used 13 times in the short answers, 8 for the human and 5 for the robot. And despite the
intended sexual overtones of the piece only 5 users used the word “sex”, and “love” was only used
4 times. There were uses of the words “attention” 12 times and “contact” 5 times, but those words
are more neutral than “love”. Some users may have reacted strongly to the touch and the end of the
piece. “Touch” did end up in 15 answers. But once again there were many uses of the word “blue”,
43, to describe what the red actor wanted.
The interesting results from this piece seem to give a slight advantage to the human actor
which wasn’t really seen in the past two pieces. In both enjoyment and understanding the human
actor came out in front and was described as happy more than the robot. One possible obstacle
that may have had an affect is the gender neutral nature of the robot. The scene was intended for
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a female blue actor and male red actor. The users had to make an assumption about the gender of
the robot for this scene. From the answers given by the users, it’s unclear if they understood this
piece as well as they seemed to understand piece 2.

5.4

Conclusions
In the end, there are no statistically significant results and we can draw no hard conclusions.

This study should be considered a pilot test and the results can give us an initial glimpse of the
answers we seek. Unlike our original hypothesis, the most interesting possibility is that the robot
and human are interpreted similarly for most observers. This observation comes from scenes with
a very limited vocabulary and using only movement to tell a story. The general expectation was
that the human would come out more expressive and more understood, but the opposite could be
true. Just becuase we limited the human’s vocabulary of movement doesn’t mean we made the
actor any less human. Robots designed for human-robot interaction have traditionally been very
complicated with many moving parts. Maybe effective human-robot interaction doesn’t require that
many degrees of freedom and perhaps simplifying and clarifying the vocabulary of motion will lead
to better interaction. Using a human’s physical actions, the robot was seen to display intention or
objective.

5.4.1

Improvements to the Study
There are, of course, many improvements that could help this study and many future di-

rections to go with this collaborative work. The number and diversity of users in this study was
too low. In the study we only had 33 users, mostly college undergraduate theater majors. This
is a very small and limiting sample. The end goal is robots interacting with humans across the
entire population, and sample of users should reflect this population. This study is difficult to stage
multiple times since it’s also a performance, but perhaps setting it up in a well known theater venue
before or after an event could help to bring in more, and a wider array of users over a number of
performances. This will increase our sample size and improve the validity of our numbers.
The movement pieces themselves can be improved. The first piece, Threat from a Stranger,
lacks a resolution. The piece contains a threat and a small chase but no definite ending to the chase
and it was clearly our weakest piece. Another problem is that each piece follows the same basic
pattern. The robot approaches the other actor, she moves away, and then the robot approaches her
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again. The robot is always the one engaging and making the first move. It’s important to provide
diversity in the types of scenes we have in order to see if any there are any significant differences in
the audience’s perception based on these types. We should try to create some scenes where the other
actor is actively engaging the robot for something or where there’s a mixture of the two. More work
with Professor Pileggi will help to build a variety of clear and strong scenes that will help accurately
gauge what a robot actor can perform the same as a human actor.
The motion capture system used to transfer the actor’s movements onto the robot was not
professional quality. The data gathered was noisy and not extremely accurate. The movement of
the robot was similar as the original actor but not exactly the same. The rotational movements and
pan/tilt movements also had to added by aligning the commands with frame numbers. The more
that the two movements are the same, the better we can assess the underlying differences between
them. A more advanced motion capture system will be able to gather more accurate data at a higher
rate which would include orientation of the body and head. This would help create a better replica
of the human movements on the robot.
The are many improvements that could be made to the questionnaire. One of the more
misleading questions asked the users to rate their understanding of the piece between 5, understood
completely, and 1, not at all. This question tells us how much the users believed that the understood
but doesn’t help us quantify their actual understanding. They could think they understand completely but also be completely wrong. The other questions that ask users about specific elements
of the piece will better help us to know how well they understood. When several users used the
word “forgiveness” in response to the second piece, that’s an indication that they saw what we
wanted them to. What’s needed is a refinement of the questions to help get a clear and accurate
representation of the users understanding of each piece.
Questions with a yes/no answer or multiple choice answer are easy to break down but limit
the users response. It’s important that the users are able to find a satisfying answers to all multiple
choice question so that it accurately represents their view of the piece. Some of those questions
didn’t provide all the possible choices that the users wanted. In the question “Who won?” we didn’t
include the choice of “both” which was a problem for some users that circled both “red” and “blue”.
All the logical choices should be present in any multiple choice question. In the case of the question
asking for descriptive words that apply to the characters many people wanted some words that
weren’t present such as “frightened”. There are too many possible words to place on the page, so
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what’s needed is an “other” blank to fill in anything they feel applies more accurately than the
choices we’ve given them.
In the free answer questions, users can provide more detailed or nuanced answers but these
are harder to analyze. Free answer questions should be extremely clear in what they’re asking for.
In the questions asking for a title and summary of the piece many users developed very detailed
back stories and extra content that wasn’t intended as part of the piece. The pieces were created
with themes in mind rather than specific settings or back stories. Adding the question “What do
you believe is the theme of this piece?” would likely produce a concise one or two word answer than
we could easily compare with the intended themes of threat, flirt and forgiveness. We also need to
produce some standard “correct” answers to the questions “What did the actor want?” and “What
stood in the way?”

5.4.2

Future Work
This work focused a lot on the physical work of the actor. Future projects could turn to

their internal work. How might computer science understand an actor’s use of presence, honesty and
awareness? Is there anything in the world of acting that could help robots to observe and process
elements in the environment to assist in interaction? We can also experiment with sound as well as
movement. Then there robots with arms. Can actors help to establish a library of standard gestures
useful in any interaction?
What began in this study is a valuable collaboration. Hopefully, as work between these two
communities continues, more people will show interest in the young field of HRI and begin to provide
knowledge from other important areas like psychology or neurology. Then HRI will be in a position
help bring robots to the masses and make them a standard presence in our world today.
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Appendix A

Scripts
A.1
A.1.1

Red Actor’s Script
Threat

Begin upstage, centered between stage right and stage center, facing back.
Turn clockwise, stop when facing scene partner who is seated center stage.
Small pause.
Approach scene partner and stop stage right of chair, uncomfortably close.
Very small pause.
Lower gaze to scene partner.
After scene partner rises and crosses to stage left edge of playing space, raise gaze and step downstage
(a little to stage right). Stop in same plane as scene partner.
Small pause.
Turn head toward scene partner.
Small pause.
Turn body toward scene partner.
Small pause.
Walk toward scene partner, who will move upstage. Stop at stage left position scene partner held
prior to this cross.
Small pause.
Turn full body upstage toward scene partner.
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Very small pause.
Walk toward scene partner, who will turn right and cross stage. When on the same plane as scene
partner, turn left and follow scene partner across stage.
Stop when scene partner stops.
Scene partner turns gaze back toward me.
End of Scene.

A.1.2

Forgiveness

Begin at stage right edge, centered between up right corner and stage right center, facing scene
partner at center stage.
Pause.
Take three steps toward scene partner.
Pause.
Step toward scene partner, stopping when scene partner sits upright. (Usually two steps)
Pause.
Move towards scene partner, stopping next to scene partner, just left and upstage of chair. (stop
full front)
After scene partner rises and crosses to stage left edge, lower gaze to floor.
Small Pause.
Lift gaze to audience.
Turn full body left toward scene partner.
Small pause.
Walk toward scene partner, stopping as scene partner turns toward me. (Usually two steps)
After scene partner turns gaze toward me and then turns gaze away looking upstage, begin moving
towards scene partner. Scene partner will walk away to chair at center stage. Stop at place scene
partner last stood. Lower gaze as scene partner sits in chair.
After scene partner turns full front in chair, raise gaze and turn right toward scene partner. My turn
causes scene partner to slump forward in chair. Pause. Scene partner rises from slumped position,
still sitting full front. Pause.
Walk to scene partner’s side, stage left of chair. Hold gaze on scene partner.
Pause.
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Turn full front.
Scene partner places hand on my arm. Small pause.
Turn gaze right to scene partner. Small pause.
Turn gaze out toward audience.
End of scene.

A.1.3

Flirt

Begin near stage right edge, between stage back and stage center, facing audience.
Turn head toward scene partner who is in down left corner of playing space. Turn head toward
audience when scene partner looks at me.
Small pause.
Turn head toward scene partner. Small pause. Scene partner turns full body to face stage right.
Small pause.
Turn head toward audience.
Small pause.
Turn full body toward stage left.
Small pause.
Cross toward stage left, keeping gaze toward scene partner who will cross toward stage right.
Stop centered between stage left and stage center on same downstage plane as scene partner. (Gaze
facing scene partner, body facing audience)
When scene partner turns head to look at me, turn head out toward audience.
Pause.
Turn full body toward scene partner (scene partner turns head toward audience) and cross to scene
partners side. Stop when scene partner turns head in my direction.
Small pause.
Scene partner places hand on my chest.
Small pause.
Turn head to audience.
End of scene.
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A.2
A.2.1

Blue Actor’s Scripts
Threat

Begin seated center-stage facing downstage.
Partner crosses to chair.
Small pause.
Rise. Turn left and cross to stage left. Turn right and face downstage.
Pause.
As partner approaches, walk backward upstage. Stop just upstage of center.
Pause.
As partner approaches, turn right and walk stage right. Stop just right of chair and look back at
partner.
Small pause.
End of Scene.

A.2.2

Forgiveness

Begin seated center-stage facing downstage.
Partner crosses to chair and looks down.
Pause.
Rise and cross to far stage left with back toward partner.
Pause.
Partner approaches half way. Turn facing upstage and look at partner.
Small pause.
As partner approaches turn clockwise away from partner and walk back to chair at center. Sit down
facing stage right. Collapse down with elbows on knees and head down.
Pause.
Partner turns toward chair.
Pause.
Sit up and face downstage.
Partner approaches chair, stops and faces down stage.
Small Pause.
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Touch partner.
Partner looks stage right, then down stage.
Pause.
End of Scene.

A.2.3

Flirt

Begin downstage left facing down stage.
As partner looks downstage left, look upstage right toward partner.
Beat.
Look downstage.
Pause.
As partner moves stage left, move stage right. Stop at far stage right and face downstage.
Small pause.
Turn head stage left toward partner.
Small pause.
As partner turns stage right, turn head downstage.
Pause.
As partner arrives at stage right locating, turn head to make him stop.
Small pause.
Touch partner.
Pause.
End of Scene.
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Appendix B

Pre-Performance Questionnaire
Robots in the Performing Arts
Pre-Performance Questionnaire

Age:

Gender:

Major/Occupation:

How many hours per week do you spend working on a computer?
None

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16 to 20

more than 20

How many hours per week do you spend playing computer or video games?
None

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16 to 20

Have you ever programmed a computer before?

Yes

more than 20
No

Have you ever programmed a robot, or similar device, before?
Have you ever seen a real robot before?

Yes

If yes, then please describe where:

Do you own a robot?

Yes

No

If yes, then please describe it:

List three movies that have robots in them:

No

Yes

No
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List three works of fiction, other than movies, that have robots in them:

List three real robots that you know about:
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Appendix C

Post-Performance Questionnaire
Robots in the Performing Arts
Post-Performance Questionnaire

Was there conflict in this scene?

YES

NO

If so, who won?
1

2

3

Red

Blue

Neither

Do you feel that you understood what the Blue actor was thinking?
1

2

3

4

5

completely

mostly

a little

not really

not at all

Did the blue actor want something?

YES

NO
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If so, what?

Did the blue actor get it?

YES

NO

If not, what stood in the way?

Do you feel that you understood what the Red actor was thinking?
1

2

3

4

5

completely

mostly

a little

not really

not at all

Did the red actor want something?

YES

NO

If so, what?

Did the red actor get it?

YES

NO

If not, what stood in the way?

Please suggest a short title for this performance.

Please write a two or three sentence summary of the plot of this performance.

Did you enjoy this performance?
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1

2

3

4

5

very much

a little

neutral

not really

not at all

Which words apply to the Blue actor? Check all that apply.
Passive

Aggressive

Energetic

Confronta-

Angry

tional
Sad

Happy

Agitated

Bored

Flustered

Which words apply to the Red actor? Check all that apply.
Passive

Aggressive

Energetic

Confronta-

Angry

tional
Sad

Happy

Agitated

Bored

Do you have any additional comments on the performance?

Flustered
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